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Five Keys to Manage your Landscape

 
 
Landscapes are living systems, which makes them       
dynamic and subject to constant change. They can be an          
important asset; increasing property values, adding curb       
appeal, and increasing the wellbeing of those who enjoy         
them. They can also be a liability, safety issue, headache,          
or a drain on resources if improperly managed.  
 
The following are three main areas of concern for facility          
and property managers:  
 

“I’m a little new to this, how do I know if I’m getting 
the best service?”  

 
Knowledge. There’s a lot to a landscape. Entire research         
programs just deal with growing lawns; others include tree         
care, weed and pest control, and water management. As         
a manager, you may have to juggle all of these services.           
With thousands of plants available (each requiring different care to keep them healthy), the task               
may seem daunting. With a working understanding of the foundations of each area of the                
landscape, your ability to manage and direct operations should continue to grow. 
 

“I have a lot of other responsibilities besides worrying about landscaping, I just want it 
done and done right.” 

  
Time. It is likely that landscaping is just one of the many responsibilities that you have. As long                  
as things remain green (or no green at all, in the case of weeds), everyone remains happy. A                   
knowledgeable and informative service provider can go a long way in minimizing stress             
regarding the landscape. Successful delegation will require oversight and establishment of           
accountability. 
 
  



 
“Can I reduce costs and still get a quality product and service?”  

 
Money. As budgets tighten, costs need to be cut. When reviewing necessary services,             
landscaping is often one of the first areas to be reevaluated. While some level of servicing will                 
always be necessary, there may be some small changes which can add up to offer substantial                
savings. By knowing where to hold and where to trim, you can have a great product with the                  
best price. 
 
The following five steps are outlines of how to simplify the landscape management process: 
 
 
1. Establish Goals

 
 
Prioritize the ‘What’ 
Just like properties, landscapes have a defined purpose. These can be different depending on              
various factors, such as the needs the landscape is fulfilling. Whether it be cost, aesthetics, or                
function, ranking the most important elements to the property owner and manager is important              
to getting it right. Though each goal can be evaluated, they will rarely all be entirely met. For                  
example, aesthetics will be the priority in a high end commercial retail setting. On an               
unimproved industrial lot, cost or function are the driving factors.  
 
Along with these key elements, smaller details should also be identified at this stage. Like a                
work of art, landscapes are often subjective. Though not critical, certain distinct preferences             
may be desired by the management team (e.g. if a formal look is the goal, specific horticulture                 
techniques will be required for its management). If there are any items to be targeted, they                
should be accounted and discussed for their potential implementation. 
 
Communicate 
Even if in the same office, miscommunication can exist between departments which can cause              
delays and frustration down the chain. Identify the different parties in the decision making              
process, and ask for their input. This input should be targeted to the goals of the project, so that                   
the future vision is not lost. A seemingly small action can often proliferate and become a major                 
annoyance for a team if left unresolved.  
 
  



2. Assess Current Program
 

 
Build off of Goals 
Now that the site priorities are set, the current program should be evaluated. Even if it has                 
recently been examined, a second look may be warranted. Details are important, and a              
preventative approach is usually preferred to one that is reactive. Changes in seasons will              
cause strategies to vary throughout the year; fortunately, many of these will be consistent.              
Much like humans, the most critical time for plant establishment is when a landscape is young                
(after installation). If not managed properly, certain issues in the landscape could take years to               
fix.  
 
Gather Information 
Site history - For some sites there will be volumes available, and others may turn up nothing.                 
An established site history can often be the difference in solving an issue in a day or in six                   
months.  If able to be acquired, the following is helpful: 

● Initial site plans and regulations, as well as any previous testing (soil samples, etc.) 
● Landscape drawings, schematics, and plant inventories 
● Previous service records, proposals, invoices, and other documents that establish work 

completed 
 
With these records, questions about the site can be researched and hopefully answered. For              
future referencing, pertinent information should be kept. Many problems in plant management            
can be resolved through diligent record keeping. By knowing what diseases have been treated              
in a lawn in the past, for example, a preventative program can be implemented that may require                 
fewer inputs. Even though service providers often record and keep this information themselves,             
site copies should exist in case any changes are made.  
 
Current success/failures 
After a service record is established, the site can be evaluated with current goals to see what’s                 
working and what could use some improvement.  
 

● Function  
If available, does the current landscape match with the original intent of the designer? This is                
particularly important if these certain elements are mandated for regulatory compliance to            
federal, state, or local laws and ordinances. Should they be found out of compliance, large fines                
and remediation could be imposed.  
 

● Aesthetics 
Does the landscape look the way it should? Over time, plants that were small and compact can                 
grow very large. If not done properly, shearing plants will produce unhealthy growth that can               
lead to unsightly remediation or removal. Improper irrigation settings or repair can cause plant              



death (and subsequent removal), a loss on the initial investment. A solid plan should              
accomplish two things: 1.) a pleasing display and 2.) maintain plant health to protect the               
ongoing visual aesthetic. Look for examples of ideal spaces or settings, and take note of those                
areas or elements that you would like changed to replicate these areas.  
 

● Cost  
Where to begin?  The following are a couple of areas where savings may be seen either immed- 
iately or over time. 

○ Vegetation management - some underdeveloped areas of the landscape may not           
require extensive weekly servicing. Certain treatments can prevent weed and          
vegetation growth for up to a year. These services are ideal for industrial and low               
maintenance areas, and right of ways.  

○ Additional services - These can include tree trimming, annual bed color changes,            
and other site upgrades. They might also include preventative measures for pest            
control. Although many of these services will be warranted, others may have            
less of an impact on the actual landscape. By identifying beforehand which of             
these services will be budgeted in a given year, overages can be avoided. These              
should also allow for potential emergency services, such as irrigation breaks and            
downed trees. 

○ Xeriscaping - An option that is increasing in popularity, xeriscaping reduces           
inputs by using native or other low-maintenance plantings. This may include           
removing turf areas and replacing other plants at the site. Higher upfront cost             
may have to be compared and analyzed with future savings to see all cost              
benefits. Xeriscaping can also drastically alter aesthetics and function, so it must            
be balanced with other goals for the site. 

 
 
3. Prepare for Success

 
 
Iron out the Details 
Once a plan is agreed upon, it is important to “get into the weeds” and define the details. The                   
more specific, the better the results will usually be. The information that was gathered should               
serve as the outline for the issued bid. In addition to the horticulture portion, details regarding                
payment terms, safety requirements, and site protocols should also be reviewed.  
 
Establish Chain of Communication 
Successful communication will be key for the ongoing success of the project. Site and              
emergency contacts should be clearly outlined and presented. If a meeting schedule can be              
established between all responsible parties for the site, it can facilitate a constant arena where               
issues and solutions can be presented. Although excessive meetings can be burdensome,            
most providers are more than happy for consistent feedback and updates on progress. 



 
Ensure Accountability 
Consistent evaluations (scheduled or unscheduled) can be very effective to ensure consistent            
quality. If there are any requirements for service verification (required details, pictures,            
frequency, etc.), be sure these are detailed in writing and hands-on training (if needed). Many               
of these quality control measures can take a significant amount of time, and will have to be                 
absorbed into the provider’s overhead costs. By presenting these details up front, providers will              
be able to factor in these items and there will be less confusion when service commences. If                  
changes in servicing are expected at the site, timelines can aid in aligning everyone’s              
expectations.  
 
 
4. Get the Best Deal

 
 
Bidding 
Just like any big purchase, landscaping services providers should be vetted and compared to              
ensure a quality product. An existing bid solicitation is usually a good place to start. It should                 
be reviewed to ensure that the adjusted site goals are reflected within the scope of service. If a                  
new template is used, it should also be thoroughly edited and checked.  
 
Be Specific 
Whether using a formal or an informal solicitation process, you want to give each service               
provider the best chance to submit a competitive bid. The solicitation should be complete              
enough to be an “apples to apples” comparison (which should also aid in comparing submitted               
pricing). Most landscape maintenance operations should be fairly similar in terms of required             
manpower for the site. By providing an appropriate amount of details, lowball bidding can be               
reduced.  
 
5. Plan for the Future 

 
 
Continued Evaluation and Improvement 
Once a provider is selected and service begins, scheduled evaluations should be organized and              
implemented. These should not only measure the contractor’s performance, but that of the             
entire program. No matter how detailed a plan is, there will always be areas that need to be                  
adjusted. Internal changes may be identified such as shifts in goals and personnel changes.              
From a horticultural perspective, maturing plants can cause gradual changes in microclimates.            
These will usually require tweaks in management strategies, whether figured into current            
servicing or separated as additions. 
 



There also may be external factors that will arise like new/revised local ordinances (e.g. water               
restrictions, etc.). These may come gradually, or enacted very rapidly. Being aware that these              
changes could be made will aid the communication process to ensure all teams are up to date.  
 

 


